
General Terms and Conditions of Purchase of JENZ GmbH 
The following general conditions of purchase apply to all our orders unless other-
wise agreed in writing. They also apply to future business relationships even when 
they are not expressly agreed to again. Differing terms of the supplier are only 
binding for us when they have been expressly recognized by us. This also applies 
when differing terms of the supplier are sent with or are contained in the offer or 
with the order confirmation.

1. Orders and commissions
Orders must be made in writing to be legally binding for us. We will remain bound 
by the order for one week from the date of order. Acceptance will be considered to 
be in due time when we receive the written order confirmation from the supplier. 
Verbal or telephone agreements need to be confirmed in writing by us. Our order 
and contract numbers, article numbers delivery quantity and delivery address 
must be contained in all order confirmations, delivery documents and invoices. 
All drawings, calculations and models necessary to carry out the order remain our 
property; we reserve the right to all copyrights to these documents. They may not 
be disclosed to third party, used or copied by supplier himself or by third party. 
If the supplier does not accept our order the documents must be returned to us 
without delay.
The supplier must examine the drawings, tenders and instructions and carry out 
the work according to technical and legal regulations in force, in particular the 
applicable DIN/EN norms and technological rules. He may not plead faulty tender 
or inaccurate instructions unless, after expressing his doubts in writing, he was 
expressly told by us in writing to carry out the order.

2. Prices
The agreed prices are fixed and include delivery duty paid (DDP in accordance with 
INCOTERMS 2010), delivery address as in order with unloading and including toll 
charges, delivery fees and packaging and insurance costs, unless other agreements 
have been reached. Price increases are only valid if made with our prior written 
agreement.

3. Delivery
Delivery is made after prior notification to us by supplier at DDP delivery address 
as stated in order, unless otherwise agreed. The delivery goods must be suitably 
packaged; at our request the supplier must take back the packaging at his own ex-
pense. The delivery deadline agreed upon or the date of delivery given are binding 
for the supplier and must be adhered to. Otherwise we reserve the right in cases of 
imminent danger or extreme urgency without setting a subsequent deadline, without 
prejudice to our other legal rights, to claim compensation instead of performance 
for non-fulfilled performance or incorrect performance, or to cancel the contract. 
If delay occurs due to force majeure the legal contractual consequences do not 
apply if we are informed immediately. For the same reasons we are, however, also 
entitled to postpone the deadlines for taking delivery without the supplier having 
claim to compensation or being able to cancel the contract if the priority of other 
obligations makes it necessary. If the delivery deadlines are not observed or the 
delivery is not to our satisfaction in terms of quality and performance we are entitled 
to cancel orders already made without liability to compensation. Furthermore, when 
delivery deadlines or completion dates are exceeded we are entitled to stipulate a 
contractual penalty for each working day of 0.3 %, up to a maximum of 5 % of the 
respective order value and to deduct it from the supplier’s invoice, whereby the 
supplier retains the right to prove lesser damage. Irrespective of this contractual 
penalty we are entitled to claim damage compensation for the culpable delay of 
the delivery, if the resulting damage is more than the imposed contractual penalty. 

4. Invoicing and Payment
The invoice must be delivered separately immediately after successful delivery; 
in the case of monthly supplies the invoice must be submitted at latest by the 5th 
of the following month. Payment of the invoices will be carried out as stipulated, 
unless otherwise agreed, within 14 working days from the delivery of goods and 
receipt of invoice with 3 % discount or within 30 days. We are entitled to assert our 
statutory rights of set off and retaining lien in full. We are entitled to assign all 
claims arising from the order without supplier’s consent. Assignments by supplier 
of claims against us are not admissible. Invoices are not due unless they conform to 
these terms. The value on value date is fixed. The same rights are agreed upon for 
notices of defects and non-agreed partial deliveries. To safeguard any guarantee 
claims 5 % of the invoice sum will be withheld for the duration of the warranty peri-
od. Supplier may, in so far as security is not utilized, request payment of the same, 
if he supplies in its place a directly enforceable guarantee of unlimited duration 
from an accredited credit institute or credit insurer authorized in the European 
Union without deposit clause – in accordance with our specimen.

5. Warranty/Liability for Material Defects
The supplier provides a two year warranty after delivery on the ordered goods in 
respect of defects in material and workmanship. The statutory rights, in particu-
lar claims for compensation for material defects or possible claims arising from 

product liability shall not be affected by this warranty. The supplier guarantees 
notwithstanding the use of the best and appropriate materials, correct, appropriate 
masterly execution according to cutting edge technology, appropriate construc-
tion, proper mounting, energy demands, performance and rate of efficiency etc. in 
such a way that he will remedy all defects resulting from the lack of these features 
immediately at his own expense during the period of warranty at the place of use 
or in urgent cases have them remedied by third party. Taking into consideration 
the fact that with a large number of goods it is not possible to check immediately 
for correctness and serviceability, the supplier recognizes, under revocation of 
§377 Commercial Code, complaints made outside statutory deadlines, including 
after payment has been made. A defect notification is considered to be timely if 
made without culpable delay after commissioning the object supplied. We are 
entitled to statutory rights to claim for defects against the supplier and the latter 
is liable to us to the statutory scope. The warranty deadline is, notwithstanding 
this, 36 months. In cases of imminent danger or extreme urgency we are entitled 
to remedy the defects ourselves at supplier’s expense. For faults which were not 
obvious at commissioning the supplier undertakes the statutory warranty from the 
point of commissioning. In the case of hidden defects we are entitled to demand 
reimbursement for unnecessary wages, materials, recourse costs of third party 
and other costs.
If material was provided by us the supplier undertakes to check the material pro-
vided for its suitability.

6. Transfer of Ownership
Transfer to us of ownership of the ordered goods takes place on invoicing at latest 
on notification that goods are ready for dispatch, in any case when payment has 
been made, as already agreed. Instead of delivery the agreement comes into force 
that the supplier shall store the ordered goods for us free of charge. He must se-
parate them from other goods and assume risk of fire and theft and other loss and 
for possible damage and decrease in value and to insure the goods until the point 
of risk transfer. The supplier declares he is the sole owner of the delivered goods 
without claims of third party.

7. Non-Disclosure and Protection Rights
The supplier undertakes to keep confidential the terms of the order and all in-
formation and documents submitted to him for this purpose (with the exception 
of publicly available information) for a period of 5 years after termination of the 
contract and to use them solely for carrying out the order. He will send them back to 
us immediately on request after requests have been handled and orders processed. 
Without our prior written consent the supplier may not mention the business rela-
tionship in advertising material, brochures etc., and may not display goods made 
for us. The supplier will instruct his sub-suppliers accordingly.
For items specially produced and delivered according to our specifications the 
supplier grants us an exclusive supply right. In the event of violations of this we 
are entitled to demand 5 % of the value of the respective order as contractual 
penalty, whereby the supplier is entitled to prove less damage. Notwithstanding 
this contractual penalty, we are entitled to make claims for compensation for 
damage, in as far as the resulting damage is in excess of the contractual penalty. 
The supplier is responsible for third party protection rights not being infringed by 
the delivered goods or their use.

8. Spare Parts
The supplier undertakes to keep spare parts for the products delivered to us for 
at least 10 years after delivery. If the supplier intends to stop production of spare 
parts for the products delivered to us he will inform us of this immediately. This 
decision must be – subject to sentence 1 – at least 6 months before termination 
of production.

9. Miscellaneous
For all rights and obligations arising from this contract place of performance shall 
be the destination stated in our order.
Sole legal venue for both parties is 32469 Petershagen. We are also entitled to bring 
legal action against the supplier at his general place of jurisdiction.
All contracts are governed exclusively by German law excluding the United Nations 
Convention on International Sales of Goods (CISG).
Insofar as these terms stipulate the written form for communications or agreements 
between the parties, fax or e-mail transmissions shall be deemed to suffice as 
compliance with this requirement.
Should individual terms in these terms and conditions of trade be invalid the validity 
of all other remaining terms shall not be affected. Together with the supplier we 
will replace any such invalid terms as far as is reasonable in good faith with such 
terms that are best suited to the aim of the contract, without making any substantial 
change to the contract content. This also applies should an express term necessary 
for a matter which requires regulation be missing.
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